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Abstract 

Workflow model based-on homogeneous activity needs to be transformed into basic 

workflow model in order to run in distributed environment. A workflow model mapping 

algorithm oriented homogeneous activity is proposed which can generate independent 

basic workflow fragments for homogeneous activities of different configuration modes 

using different processing mechanisms, and then form the basic workflow model based on 

the assembly of these workflow fragments. The algorithm provides a complete set of 

virtual mapping mechanism to solve it effectively focusing on the problem of the 

topological relationship of redundant activities difficult to describe in the dynamic 

selection model of homogeneous activity. 
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1. Introduction 

Homogeneous activity pattern refers to a workflow model that can represent g 

group of redundant activities through a special activity node, which is called 

homogeneous activity. Homogeneous activity pattern is divided into static structure 

model and dynamic selection model. The static structure model mainly describes the 

topological relations of redundant nodes in homogeneous activity, and the dynamic 

selection mode is mainly to describe the way to select execution nodes dynamically 

in workflow instance running stage[1]. 

The topological relationships of redundant activities in static structure model are 

fixed, because the precursor number of the converge node can be determined in 

workflow definition phase. It is relatively simple to describe the mapping 

relationships of the model. However, the topological relationships of redundant 

activities in dynamic selection model are generated according to the actual running 

situation of the workflow instance dynamically and the precursor number of the 

converge node is often uncertain in workflow definition phase which makes it 

difficult to describe the starting conditions of the converge node. Especially in 

distributed workflow environments the distributed activity nodes adopt static 

deployment way, which makes it more difficult to change the starting conditions of 

the converge node according to the actual situation of workflow instance. Therefore, 

a mapping mechanism is needed to realize the simulation results of dynamic 

selection model on static deployment of distributed activity nodes.  
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2. Related Work 

At present, workflow scheduling and control mechanism to support the 

topological structure of homogeneous activity has attracted much attention and 

interest of researchers and a series of studies have been carried out
[2,3]

. A process 

mapping method based on Petri net element was proposed which solved the problem 

of the existing method only mapping tasks of workflow but ignoring the topological 

structure of tasks through bilateral and unilateral mapping strategies[4]. A multi 

instance workflow task scheduling algorithm was proposed based on ant colony 

optimization algorithm in order to achieve the objectives of minimum activity 

instances’ total dwelling time and minimum activity instances’ total cost with 

constraints[5]. PTS++ algorithm was proposed to construct a complete set of trigger 

sequence in the Petri net to realize the mapping of activity triggers sequence to 

solve the problem of difficult to distinguish loop structure and parallel structure in 

workflow model[6]. An elastic management cluster approach was provided to 

design a distributed workflow management system that run according to a set of 

protocols which utilized a content-based publish/subscribe messaging substrate[7]. 

Workflow modeling and execution method of batch process were studied in order to 

improve the processing efficiency[8]. A method was proposed for dynamically 

grouping and allocating the appropriate number of resources according to the 

similarity among instances to solve the problem of how to reduced the execution 

time of process instances in the case of resource constrained[9]. 

Some scholars have also carried out some research work on the common relations 

among multiple workflow instances. A new method for time constrained dynamic 

verification of concurrent workflow was proposed by analyzing the temporal 

relations and resource constraints of activities in view of the potential resource 

characteristics of multiple parallel execution workflow[10]. According to the 

context of workflow activities, a unified formal description multi instance activity 

properties and control shell of activity were presented to control the multiple 

instance of activities[11]. A new solution of decomposition, synchronization and 

coordination of master and slave instance based on pet Petri net was studied to 

achieve the concurrent and shared processing of workflow instances[12]. 

The above researches focus on process semantics such as the execution order of 

control constraint relations among activities which is a static level constraint 

description. But there is no attention to process semantics about the connection or 

constraint relationship of dynamic vertical level of multiple instances. 

 

3. Mapping of Homogeneous Activity 

The mapping of homogeneous activity is designed to provide an effective method 

which can transform homogeneous activity model into basic workflow model 

running in a fully distributed workflow environment and make the dynamic and 

vertical constraint relation of multi instances to be handled effective. 

 

3.1. Analysis to the Mapping of Homogeneous Activity 

The homogeneous activity pattern is described in static structure mode, and static 

structure mode is divided into serial mode (including sequence down mode, 

sequence up mode and privilege mode) and parallel mode (including multiple merge 

mode and synchronous merge mode). Dynamic selection mode is divided into auto 

selection, manual selection (including single selection and multiple selection) , 

association selection[13]. 

In the case of sequence down, sequence up and privilege of serial mode, the 

number of redundant activity node and the precursor of the converge node are 
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unique and can be determined in workflow definition phase no matter what kind of 

dynamic selection mode is used. 

The converge node can start a task and pass it to its successor in multiple 

selection of parallel mode no matter what dynamic selection mode is used because 

the relationship between the converge node and its precursor is one to one which 

can be defined and described in workflow definition phase. While in synchronous 

merge of parallel mode, the number of precursor of the converge node is uncertain 

in workflow definition phase so it is difficult to describe. The most difficult to 

describe is manual multiple selection synchronous merge mode in the various modes 

of dynamic selection, as shown in Figure 1. 

F

S

A1 A2 A3

All

    This route should be 

avoided as far as possible 

for information security.

    The minimum visible 

activity set of S only 

include A1, A2 and A3.

 

Multiple branching options

Manual multi-selection 

synchronous merge mode

Difficulty: 

    The precursor 

branch is not fixed 

and activity starting 

condition can’t be 

described.
 

Figure. 1  Mapping Description of Manual Multi-Selection Synchronous 
Merge Mode 

3.2. Mapping of Manual Multiple Selection Synchronous Merge Mode 

Dynamic Structure mode of homogeneous activity usually relies on its precursor 

because it determines which redundant activities can be executed. Dynamic 

Structure mode includes auto selection mode, manual selection mode, association 

selection mode and association avoidance mode. 

An interactive way needs to be provided users to set the successor of 

homogeneous activity after the precursor task completed and before transferred to 

its successor for manual multi-selection synchronous merge mode. The topological 

relationships of homogeneous activity can be determined only after the successor 

node is set through the above way according which the mapping process can be 

carried out. 

The topological relationships of activity nodes include not only the simple 

precursor and successor relationships but also the mapping of data. The business 

processor of the precursor must not only have the authority to describe the local 

process but also understand its business logical if the work is left to the precursor of 

homogeneous activity to be finished in workflow running phase which is contrary to 

the original intention of workflow model. A complete set of virtual mapping 

mechanism is proposed to describe all redundant activities in workflow definition 

phase then filter the precursor relationships of homogenous activity according to 

actual situation on the basis of which to process task in workflow running phase.  

Business logic of homogeneous activity and all possible precursor and successor 

relationships are described in workflow definition phase and the relationships are 

filtered after the topological relationships are determined in workflow running 
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phase. The mapping process of manual multi-selection synchronous merge mode 

includes the following four steps. 

(1) Configure all branches of homogeneous activity as unconditional execution. 

Configure the precondition of task execution and join the judgment of users 

selected by the precursor node. Configure the starting condition of the 

convergence node as all precursor instances of homogeneous activity arrived. 

(2) Provide the interaction mode for user to set successor nodes dynamically on the 

precursor node of homogeneous activity. 

(3) Determine whether the current user is the user that the precursor node selected 

when workflow instance execution on homogeneous activity. If it is true, the 

task will be executed in accordance with the activity configuration, otherwise 

skipped. 

(4) Converged data of homogeneous activity will be merged on the convergence 

node. 

 

4. Workflow Mapping Algorithm for Homogeneous Activity 

The mapping goal is to map the workflow model oriented homogeneous activity 

to basic workflow model and enable it deploy to the activity node of distributed 

workflow. 

A workflow model mapping algorithm based on homogeneous activity 

MapSWFtoWF is proposed according to the goal which based on the workflow model 

oriented homogeneous activity[1,13] and can handle the case of homogeneous 

activity for serial mode, parallel mode and sub-flow mode. If homogeneous activity 

is configured as serial mode, a serial workflow fragment is generated by the serial 

mode mapping algorithm. If homogeneous activity is configured as parallel mode, a 

parallel workflow fragment consisting of redundant activities is generated by the 

parallel mode mapping algorithm. If homogeneous activity is configured by a sub-

flow mode then the sub workflow is mapped. Finally the generated workflow 

fragment will replace the homogeneous activity and form a basic workflow model. 

 

Algorithm 1 Mapping algorithm of workflow model oriented homogeneous 

activity apSWFtoWFM  

Input:  the current workflow management thisUnit ,  

homogeneous activity workflow model swf , organization ORG  

Output: basic workflow model wf  

//Initialize basic workflow model wf using homogeneous activity workflow 

model swf   

)(swfCopywf  ; 

// Calculate the mapping of every homogeneous activity in wf  

For (all SANwfsan . ) do  

// Obtain the privileged executives collection of homogenous activity 

),.( thisUnitSRolesantGetUserLissuserList ; 

// Obtain the executive collection of homogeneous activity 

suserListthisUnitRolesantGetUserLisuserList  ),.( ; 

If ( },{. SequenceUPwnSequenceDosmodesan  ) // Serial mode mapping 

  ),,( suserListtuserListsanenceGraphCreateSequgraph ; 

ElseIf ( },{. lParallelAlyParallelAnsmodesan  ) // Parallel mode 

mapping 

  ),( userListsanllelGraphCreateParagraph ; 
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  EndIf 

// Map sub workflow for each homogeneous activity 

If ( .)(sanHasSubSWF )  

For (all userListuser ) do 

   ),.,( ORGsubswfsanuserMapSWFtoWF ; 

For (all suserListsuser ) do 

   ),.,( ORGsubswfsansuserMapSWFtoWF ; 

 EndIf 

( , , )Re place wf san graph ; // Replace san  in wf with graph  

Endfor 

 

Algorithm 2 Mapping algorithm of serial mode CreateSequenceGraph  

Input： homogeneous activity san，executives collection userList , 

privileged executives collection suserList  

Output: basic workflow model fragment with serial structure graph   

 

),( san.smodeuserListstByLevelSortUserLi ; 

)(Pr sanestartAn  ; 

)(sanSuccendAn  ; 

// Obtain parallel privileged activity node graph if there is privileged user  

If ( suserList ) 

),( suserListsanllelGraphCreateParagraph ; 

Else 

()yGraphCreateEmptgraph ;   

EndIf 

// If dynamic selection mode and serial mode coexist 

If ( AutoAlldmodesan . ) 

// Create a process variable to record the selected users 

}{.. ruserListVaWDgraphWDgraph   

 dmodesansuserListuserListstartAnonTaskSetSelecti .,,(   

   }){,.,., ruserListVaEXsanINsan ; // Set selection program 

EndIf 

startAnlastAn  ; // Initialize the current activity node 

For (all userListuser ) do //Obtain serial activity node graph 

 

).,.,.,.,.,.(. ADsanLEDsanLDsanPDsanMListsanTListsanvityCreateActian   

 
//Modify the task start condition 

}){,.( ruserListVaTListantionStartCondiModifyTask ;  

).,( CDsanantaeCollectDaSetSequenc ; //Set data used in serial mode 

),( lastAnanCreateLinklink  ; //Add activity node to serial structure 

graph 

anANgraphANgraph  .. ; 

linkFCgraphFCgraph  .. ; 

anlastAn  ; 

EndFor 

),( endAnlastAnCreateLinklink  ;  

linkFCgraphFCgraph  .. ; 
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Return graph; 

 

Algorithm 3 Mapping algorithm of parallel mode CreateParallelGraph  

Input： homogeneous activity san , executives collection userList  

Output： basic workflow model fragment with parallel structure graph  

 

)(Pr sanestartAn  ; 

)(sanSuccendAn  ; 

()yGraphCreateEmptgraph ; 

// If dynamic selection mode and parallel mode coexist 

If ( AutoAlldmodesan . )   

 // Create a process variable to record the selected users 

}{.. ruserListVaWDgraphWDgraph    

 dmodesanuserListstartAnonTaskSetSelecti .,,(  

   }){,.,., ruserListVaEXsanINsan ; // Set selection program 

EndIf 

For (all userListuser ) do // Obtain parallel activity node graph 

 

).,.,.,.,.,.(. ADsanLEDsanLDsanPDsanMListsanTListsanvityCreateActian   

// Not set transfer condition if multi-selection mode 

If ( )(. AutoAllipleManualMultdmodesan  ) 

  ),( anstartAnCreateLinkpreLink  ;  

Else   //Set transfer condition if single selection mode 

  ).,,( ruserListVaidananstartAnCreateLinkpreLink  ; 

EndIf 

//Add activity node to serial structure graph 

anANgraphANgraph  .. ; 

),( endAnanCreateLinksuccLink  ; 

siccLinkpreLinkFCgraphFCgraph  ..  

EndFor 

If ( )(. AutoAllipleManualMultdmodesan  ) 

   // Modify the task start condition 

}){,.( ruserListVaTListantionStartCondiModifyTask ;   

).,( CDsanantalCollectDaSetParalle ; // Set data used in parallel mode 

// Set the starting conditions of the convergence activity as synchronous 

merge 

),( ALLendAnnditionSetStartCo ;  

Else  

( , )SetStartCondition endAn ANY ;  

EndIf 

Return graph 

The time complexity of the algorithm MapSWFtoWF (include the time to call 

algorithm of CreateSequenceGraph  and CreateParallelGraph ) is O( n ) in which n  

represents the number of activity nodes in the final generated basic workflow 

model wf . 
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5. Case Study 

The mapping process of manual multi-selection synchronous merge mode is 

illustrated by the example. Manual multi-selection synchronous merge mode is 

shown in the left of Figure 2 which contains a homogeneous activity A with 

redundancy of 3, its precursor node S and it successor node F. Two activity nodes 

are selected to execute task from the three redundant activities. 
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Figure 22. Mapping Result of Dynamic Selection Mode 

Respectively processing are needed in both workflow definition phase and workflow 

running phase in the mapping of manual multi-selection synchronous merge mode. 

(1) Workflow definition phase 

a. Set the successor of activity node S as A1, A2 and A3. 

b. Set activity attributes of A1, A2 and A3, and set the switch variables 

A1.isSelectedUser=false, A2.isSelectedUser=false, A3.isSelectedUser=false as the 

preconditions of task execution to indicate whether the current user is the selected 

user by the precursor. Activity node A1, A2 and A3 have the same configuration 

since they do the same work. 

c. Set the starting condition of converge node F as A1, A2 and A3 all arrived. 

(2) Workflow running phase 

a. After the completion of task T in activity node S, a user selection program is inserted 

into the end of the task list, allowing users to dynamically set the successor as A1 

and A2. At this time the switch variable T.isSelectedUser on activity node A1 and 

A2 are set to true and the switch variable T.isSelectedUser on activity node A3 is set 

to false. The above configure is delivered to successor A1, A2 and A3 when task T is 

transferred. 
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(3) (b) After the transferred task T from the precursor node S are received in activity 

node A1, A2 and A3, the switch variable in activity node A1 and A2 are reset to 

open state while the variable on activity node A3 is still in shutdown state. The 

variable in open state means the starting condition of the task is true and it can be 

executed, otherwise the task can’t be executed. So the task in activity node A1 and 

A2 will be executed while it on activity node A3 will be skipped and be directly 

transferred to  the successor node F. 

a. The task in converge node F will be started after the tasks from A1, A2 and A3 all 

arrived which realizes the merging of data from the above nodes. 

(4) The uncertainty of dynamical selection mode is transferred from model description 

level to instance implementation level so as to not affected by the static deployment 

of the distributed workflow architecture which disadvantage is additional workflow 

instances is added to the traffic flow. However, the traffic flow in the case is usually 

negligible compared to the traffic flow of business application data. 

 

6. Conclusions 

A workflow model mapping algorithm oriented homogeneous activity is proposed 

which supports the mapping process of homogeneous activity model with serial mode, 

parallel mode and sub-flow mode to basic workflow model. The mapping mechanism 

transfer the uncertainty of dynamical selection mode from model description level to 

instance implementation level, that is to say the uncertainty problem of topological 

relationships of redundant activities in workflow definition phase is postponed to 

workflow running phase and task can be flexibly processed according to the actual 

situation, thus to realize the simulation results of dynamic selection model on static 

deployment of distributed activity nodes. Experiments show that the method is effective.  
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